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Improving Reliability for Application-layer
Multicast Overlays
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Abstract—Reliability of tree-like multicast overlays caused by nodes’ abrupt failures is considered as one of the major problems
for the Internet application-layer media streaming service [1]. In this paper, we address this problem by designing a distributed and
light-weighted protocol named the instantaneous reliability oriented protocol (IRP). Unlike most of existing empirical solutions, we first
define the overlay reliability problem formally, and propose a protocol containing a node joining algorithm (IRP-Join), a node preemption
algorithm (IRP-Preempt), and a node switching algorithm (IRP-Switch) for reactively constructing and repairing the overlay, as well as
proactively maintaining the overlay. With the formal problem presentation, we set up a paradigm for solving the overlay reliability problem
by theoretically proving the effectiveness of our algorithms. Moreover, by comparing IRP with existing solutions via simulation-based
experiments and real-world deployment, we show that IRP achieves a better reliability, while incurs fewer structural adjustments on the
multicast overlay, thus providing a superior overall performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the wide deployments of broad band technolo-
gies and due to the insufficient infrastructure support
of IP-Multicast, tremendous amount of work has been
carried out on building application-layer multicast sys-
tems for providing end users the media streaming
service. According to their overlay structures, exist-
ing works could be classified as tree-like systems and
mesh-like systems. The former ones include ESM[2],
NICE[3], SCRIBE[4], and ZigZag[5]. In these systems,
nodes are organized in a spanning tree, and the media
data is pushed from parent node to child nodes. For
fully utilizing nodes’ bandwidths, systems containing
multiple trees are also designed, such as CoopNet[6],
SplitStream[7], and Chunkyspread[8]. On the other
hand, data driven based mesh-like overlays have been
proposed recently for media multicasting, examples
include CoolStreaming[9] and PRIME[10], and many
successful commercial applications such as PPLive[11]
also adopts this mesh-like design. Compared with the
tree-like design, the mesh-like overlay is more resilient
against node failures, but it incurs additional control
overhead with the data driven technique. In some hybrid
systems such as Bullet[12] and mTreebone[13], a tree-
like overlay is used as the backbone network for media
streaming, while data-driven mesh links are used for
enhancing the system’s failure resilience.
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In this paper, we focus on a typical tree-like
application-layer multicast system like the one in [2],
and address its reliability issue. The reliability problem
arises because when a node on a multicast tree fails,
especially when it fails abruptly without notifications, all
the nodes receiving media directly and indirectly from
it will lose their streaming services. In media streaming,
it is unacceptable if such incident happens frequently,
hence a well designed protocol is required for avoiding
the service interruptions experienced by users caused by
node failures.

In recent years, different approaches have been pro-
posed for the tree-like multicast overlay’s reliability
problem. In particular, the Min-Depth scheme widely
adopted [3] [6] [5] and studied [14] tries to construct
a stable overlay by building a compact multicast tree
on node joining events, and the Preempt-Degree scheme
[15] makes the same efforts on node failures. The re-
cently proposed ROST algorithm [16] exploits an age-
bandwidth tradeoff by switching parent-children pairs
on the overlay for enhancing its failure resilience. How-
ever, it is noticed that all these existing approaches are
empirical, and their effectiveness are testified mainly
with experiments. Moreover, there is a lack of theoretical
work on formally understanding and presenting the
overlay reliability problem, and theoretically verifying
the effectiveness of the solutions. Based on these ob-
servations, in this study we will answer two questions:
1) what is overlay reliability? and 2) how to improve
the overlay’s reliability? We first formally define the
overlay reliability problem for the tree-like application-
layer multicast overlay, then present a distributed and
light-weighted protocol named the instantaneous relia-
bility oriented protocol (IRP) for improving the overlay’s
reliability. We also theoretically prove that the protocol
is effective with the formal presentation of the overlay
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Fig. 1. Examples demonstrating (a)IRP-Join, (b)IRP-
Preempt, and (c)IRP-Switch, where darker node has
stayed longer on the overlay.

reliability problem.
Our proposed IRP protocol is composed of three algo-

rithms, namely IRP-Join, IRP-Preempt, and IRP-Switch.
The algorithms of IRP-Join and IRP-Preempt are used
to handle the node joining and node failure events1

respectively, while IRP-Switch proactively adjusts the
overlay structure periodically. For example, in Fig. 1(a),
when a new node N joins, it runs IRP-Join to evaluate
potential parent nodes (i.e., A, B, and C) for their fitness
in providing a reliable streaming service, and selects the
best one (i.e., B) to connect to. Fig. 1(b) demonstrates
IRP-Preempt: when a node F fails, its child nodes D1

and D2 (together with their descendent nodes) run IRP-
Preempt to rejoin the overlay. In the figure, D2 rejoins
by preempting a connected node C from its parent node
and replaces its position, while the preempted node C
rejoins the overlay by following the same procedure in
IRP-Preempt. Fig. 1(c) shows how IRP-Switch works,
where a pair of parent-child nodes, P and C, switch
their positions according to certain criteria for improving
the overlay’s reliability. In the figure, C replaces P by
connecting directly to the source node, and P connects to
C as a child node. Obviously, whether in IRP-Join, IRP-
Preempt, or IRP-Switch, a node needs to make critical
decisions such as which node to connect to, preempt,
or make a switch with. One of the most significant
contribution in this paper is that we propose a number
of metrics assisting nodes to make these decisions, and
design a mechanism for them to obtain and propagate
the metrics in distributed and inexpensively ways.

Finally, through the experiments based on simula-
tion and PlanetLab deployment , we show that IRP
has a superior performance regarding overlay reliability
compared with existing solutions, and its reliability is
achieved with fewer adjustments on the overlay struc-
ture; we also find that each algorithm of the proto-
col works better than its existing solution counterpart.

1. By “node failure”, we mean not only the physical failure of the
node, but also the traffic congestion at the node that causes it unable
to provide the required QoS.

Other observations from the experimental studies are:
the proactive node switching algorithm could be con-
figured as optional and be executed infrequently; the
overlays under IRP have properties of small service
latencies and overlay stretches; IRP could be applied
on overlays containing multiple trees directly with good
performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews and discusses related work; Section
3 formally defines the problem of overlay reliability;
Section 4 proposes the IRP protocol, and the effective-
ness of its three algorithms are analyzed in Section 5;
Section 6 discusses the experiment setup and analyzes
the experimental results from simulation and real-world
deployment; Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK
Existing solutions on improving the tree-like application-
layer multicast overlay’s reliability could be classified
into two types: proactive ones and reactive ones. In the
reactive solutions, adjustments on the overlay’s structure
are made only on events of node joining and failure,
while in the proactive ones, the multicast overlay is
periodically adjusted proactively.

We first look at the reactive solution. In a multicast
overlay, when a new node joins, it relies on a bootstrap
mechanism for locating its parent. In detail, after contact-
ing a bootstrap node for obtaining a number of online
nodes called neighbors, the new joining node selects one
among them with spare outgoing bandwidth as its par-
ent. Such a bootstrap mechanism is usually implemented
with random sampling techniques such as RanSub[17]
and RandPeer[18]. For parent selection, many systems
such as NICE[3], CoopNet[6], and ZigZag[5] apply a
Min-Depth scheme, where the new joining node se-
lects the neighbor of the minimum depth as its parent.
Moveover, in [14], a systematic comparison is conducted
among a number of node joining schemes, and it is
found that Min-Depth outperforms other schemes such
as selecting the oldest node or random selection.

When a node on the multicast overlay fails, all its child
nodes will lose their connections and need to reconnect
to the overlay. One possible solution is that these dis-
connected nodes rejoin as new nodes [2]. However, this
scheme will increase the overlay’s depth and degrade its
reliability. In [15], a preemption operation is discussed
where the disconnected node follows certain criteria to
preempt (i.e., replace) an online node even though this
node is connected, and the preempted node rejoins the
overlay by following the same procedure. Moreover, [15]
reports that the Preempt-Degree scheme, in which a node
with a larger degree (i.e. outgoing bandwidth) preempts
a node with a smaller one, outperforms other node
preemption schemes such as Preempt-Age (comparing
nodes’ ages) or No-Preempt. In [19], it is shown that
by actively estimating the nodes’ lifetime model, stable
overlays could be constructed and maintained with re-
active approaches on node joining and failure events.
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On the other hand, the recently proposed ROST[16]
algorithm belongs to the proactive approach, where a
tradeoff between a node’s bandwidth and age is ex-
ploited. In ROST, each node calculates the product of its
age and outgoing bandwidth, when a node finds that its
product is larger than the product of its parent, and it has
a larger out-going bandwidth, it makes a switch with its
parent node. It is shown that by making this proactive
adjustment periodically, nodes with larger bandwidths
will get moved gradually to higher positions, and the
overlay is of better fault resilience than the bandwidth-
optimized overlays and the time-optimized overlays de-
fined in [16].

Recently, N. Magharei et al. [20] showed that the mesh-
like overlay is more stable by comparing a typical mesh-
like overlay with a typical multiple-tree overlay with the
interior disjoint policy engaged.

Constructing a reliable multicast tree topology is also
extensively studied in IP-Multicast. However, in general
the nodes in IP-Multicast are routers that fail infre-
quently, so the major concern for reliability is to reduce
the service disruptions caused by failures of the physical
links/nodes on the multicast tree. In most cases, the
reliability problem is usually studied together with the
goals of satisfying delay constraints and minimizing
the costs. For example, [21] took reliability as a QoS
requirement in setting up paths between source and
destination. [22], [23], and [24] addressed the problem
of dynamically rearranging the IP-multicast topology for
enabling node joining and leaving during the multicast
session while preserving the streaming quality. How-
ever, as IP-multicast and application-layer multicast have
completely different rationales and architectures[1], ex-
isting approaches for improving the IP-Multicast topol-
ogy’s reliability can not be applied under the context of
application-layer multicasting.

Our work differs from existing works in that in our
work, we formally present the overlay reliability prob-
lem, and propose a new solution with theoretical proofs
for its effectiveness. To our best knowledge, this is the
first solution with its effectiveness theoretically verified.
Moveover, our protocol does not require any detailed
knowledge on nodes’ lifetime model, and has a superior
performance compared with existing solutions.

3 THE OVERLAY RELIABILITY PROBLEM

In this subsection, we formally define the overlay relia-
bility problem and present some related concepts. Table
1 lists the denotations used throughout this paper.

3.1 Definition and denotation
Unlike IP-multicast, in an application-layer multicast
system, a node is a self-interest agent, which may sub-
scribe and withdraw the streaming service at any time.
A node’s “lifetime” is defined as the time between its
joining and leaving of the multicast overlay. For the
application-layer multicasting, when the user behind a

TABLE 1
Denotation

Denotation Meaning
UN (n, t) node n’s node unreliability metric at time t
UP (n, t) node n’s path unreliability metric at time t
UO(T, t) overlay T ’s overlay unreliability metric at time t
UO

in(T (n), t) subtree T (n)’s internal overlay unreliability
metric at time t

par(n) parent node of node n
T (n) subtree rooted at node n
Φ(n) num. of node n’s descendant nodes

node on the overlay quits, the node fails, and all its
descendant nodes will lose their streaming services. In
this work, we consider node failure as the only reason
causing loss of streaming service, but ignore the link
failure, as a link fails much more infrequently than an
application-layer node. For example, the mean time be-
tween physical link failures is in tens of days[25], while
an application-layer node’s lifetime is only in minutes
or hours[26][27]. Moreover, application-layer nodes can
use techniques such as multihoming to improve the
reliability of the unicast path between them.

For understanding the overlay reliability problem, first
of all a metric is required to describe a node’s reliability
status, and based on this metric the overlay reliability
problem could be defined and solved. The most direct
way is to use the node’s failure probability as the metric.
If we assume that all the nodes have an i.i.d lifetime
distribution, with the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) expressed as F (x) = Pr{l < x}, then for a node
which has joined the overlay for time x (x is referred to
as the node’s age), the probability that it fails after time
y is U(x, y) = Pr{l < x + y|l ≥ x}. However, U(x, y)
is not suitable to be used directly as a metric for two
reasons: First, U(x, y) depends on two variables, x and
y, although the age x is deterministic for a specific node,
y could take any positive value. When used as a metric,
how to determine y is problematic. More importantly, the
calculation of U(x, y) requires the knowledge of node’s
lifetime model F (x), but in real-world application-layer
multicasting, it is infeasible for an individual node to
know F (x).

If we rewrite y in U(x, y) as ∆t, and apply the Bayes’
theorem, then we have

lim
∆t→0

U(x,∆t)
∆t

= lim
∆t→0

Pr(l < x + ∆t, l ≥ x)
Pr(l ≥ x)∆t

= lim
∆t→0

F (x + ∆t) − F (x)
(1 − F (x))∆t

=
f(x)

1 − F (x)
= h(x)

where f(x) is the probability density function (pdf),
f(x) = dF (x)

dx . One can see that h(x) actually is the
hazard rate widely used in reliability analysis[28]. In
other words, h(x) describes the instantaneous rate of
failures for nodes at age x. Unlike U(x, y), h(x) depends
only on a node’s current age x, making it more suitable
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to be used as a metric. Moreover, we will see in Section
6 that h(x) could be well estimated without knowing
F (x) under the context of application-layer multicasting.
Finally, we stress that here we do not intend to obtain the
accurate value of the probability or rate of node failure,
but to find a suitable metric for formally describing the
overlay reliability problem. This metric could be used to
assist individual node in making proper decisions when
constructing and adjusting the overlay in distributed and
inexpensive ways.

Based on the above arguments, for an individual
online node n, we use the term node unreliability metric for
describing its reliability status at time t, which is defined
as its instantaneous hazard rate, expressed as

UN (n, t) = h(x) =
f(x)

1 − F (x)

where x is node n’s age at time t. For the root node, its
node unreliability metric is defined as 0 all the time.

We consider a path denoted as {n0, n1, ..., ns−1, ns}
on a multicast tree, where n0 is the root node and
ns is the last node along the path (but ns is not nec-
essarily a leaf node). For the nodes n1, n2, ..., ns with
their ages x1, x2, ..., xs at time t respectively, the prob-
ability that none of them fails could be expressed as
S(x1, x2, ..., xs) =

∏s
i=1(1 − F (xi)). We define the path

unreliability metric for the node ns at time t as the
instantaneous failure rate of any node on the path2,
which could be calculated as

UP (ns, t) =

∑s
i=1

∂(1−S(x1,x2,...,xs))
∂xi

S(x1, x2, ..., xs)

=
s∑

i=1

f(xi)
1 − F (xi)

=
s∑

i=1

UN (ni, t)

We can see that the path unreliability metric actually
is the sum of the node unreliability metrics for all the
nodes on the path, which conforms to the concept of the
instantaneous failure rate.

For a node n on the overlay, a failure of any of its
ancestors will cause an interruption on its streaming
service, and we can express the rate of such failures as
UP (par(n), t), where par(n) stands for n’s parent node.
For the entire overlay, we define its overlay unreliability
metric at time t as the sum of the instantaneous ancestor
failure rates for all the nodes on the overlay, i.e., for an
overlay T , its overlay unreliability metric at time t is

UO(T, t) =
∑
∀v∈T

UP (par(n), t)

2. Generally speaking, the path unreliability metric should be a
property associated with a path instead of a node, however, on a
multicast tree, as a path can be uniquely determined by the end node
of the path, we consider that the path unreliability metric is a property
of the end node for simplicity.

With the above definitions, one can see that for a partic-
ular node, its individual node unreliability metric will be
considered as many times as its number of descendant
nodes when calculating the overlay’s overlay unreliabil-
ity metric, therefore the expression of UO(T, t) could be
rephrased as

UO(T, t) =
∑
∀n∈T

(UN (n, t) · Φ(n))

here Φ(n) is the number of n’s descendant nodes on the
overlay T .

We may also consider how a part of the multicast tree
contributes to UO(T, t) of the entire overlay. Specifically,
for a non-leaf node nr, we consider the subtree T (nr)
containing all nr’s descendant nodes with nr as its root.
The overlay unreliability metric could be re-expressed
by separating T (nr)’s contribution as

UO(T, t) = UO(T − T (nr), t)
+ UP (par(nr), t) · (Φ(nr) + 1) + UO

in(T (nr), t)

Here UO(T −T (nr), t) is the overlay unreliability metric
for the part of the overlay without T (nr) (which is also
a multicast tree), and UO

in(T (nr), t) is the internal overlay
unreliability metric for the subtree T (nr), which is defined
as the overlay unreliability metric of a hypothetic overlay
containing only the root node and the subtree T (nr),
where nr is the only child node of the root.

3.2 The problem
As application-layer multicasting is concerned in this
paper, we consider the fact that nodes’ lifetimes are
heavy-tailed, which is widely observed in recent studies
on real-world applications [26] [27]. For heavy-tailed life-
time, it is well known that “the longer a node stays, the
more reliable it is”. With our denotations, this knowledge
could be expressed as: UN (n, t) ≥ UN (n, t + ∆t), for
∆t ≥ 0. From the definition of the overlay unreliability
metric, we also have: UO(T, t) ≥ UO(T, t + ∆t), for
∆t ≥ 0, given that the overlay structure has not been
changed during the interval [t, t + ∆t).

For an application-layer multicast overlay, events of
node joining and failure will force the overlay to reac-
tively change its structure. Under the heavy-tailed node
lifetime model, if an optimal overlay regarding reliability
is constructed on these events, the overlay’s unreliability
metric will continue to decrease all the time until the
next node joining or failure event occurs, therefore we
may choose to construct an overlay with the minimum
overlay unreliability metric at these opportunities. On
the other hand, even if the overlay is constructed optimal
at these events, we can not ensure that it will continue
to be optimal all the time. If some proactive overlay
maintenance mechanism similar to ROST is introduced,
we have chances to adjust the overlay structure for better
reliability.

However, one important constraint in this problem is
the feasibility of the operations performed for chang-
ing the overlay. For example, on reactive or proactive
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opportunities, if we tear down all the edges of the
multicast tree and re-construct the overlay completely,
clearly an optimal overlay could be obtained, however,
this is impractical under application-layer media stream-
ing as all the nodes will lose their services. In this
paper, we only consider the feasible operations which
have been applied in previous works. Concretely, on
node joining events, we only consider to join the new
node as a leaf node, as in [14]; on node failures, we
only consider the preemption operations performed in
[15]; while for proactive overlay maintenance, we only
consider to switch the parent-child node pairs as in [16].

Summarizing all these discussions, we can formally
define the overlay reliability problem studied in this
paper as follows: given the feasible operation constraints
of node joining, node preemption, and node switching above
mentioned, we seek to minimize the overlay unreliability
metric (i.e. (UO(T, t))) at each proactive or reactive overlay
structure modifying opportunity. In addition, for practical
application-layer multicasting, the solution must have
the following properties:

• Distributed protocol: In an application-layer mul-
ticast system, it is impractical for an individual
node to have an up-to-date knowledge of the entire
overlay, therefore a distributed solution is required
for the overlay reliability problem.

• Few adjustments on the overlay structure: To
achieve a reliable overlay against abrupt node fail-
ures, sometimes we need to make adjustments such
as parent re-selection on the overlay’s structure.
However, such adjustments themselves will cause
disturbances on the on-going streaming services. In
our solution, we wish to make as few adjustments
as possible.

• Light overhead: To preserve reliability of a multicast
overlay, nodes need to exchange some information
for making their decisions, thus additional control
overhead will be incurred. We require that our solu-
tion should be inexpensive regarding this overhead.

As time is not revelent to the unreliability metrics, for
the remainder of this paper, we will omit t. For example,
we will simply use UO(T ) to denote the overlay T ’s
current overlay unreliability metric under consideration.

4 THE INSTANTANEOUS RELIABILITY ORI-
ENTED PROTOCOL (IRP)
In this section, we propose a protocol for improving
the tree-like application-layer multicast overlay’s relia-
bility. We name our proposal as instantaneous reliability
oriented protocol (IRP) for the reason that the proto-
col is based on the concept of instantaneous hazard
rate. Before describing the protocol, first we assume
that a random sampling service (e.g., RanSub[17] and
RandPeer[18]) is available, where each node on the
overlay keeps a random subset of online nodes as its
neighbors. As we have discussed, a new joining node
uses its neighbor nodes to locate its parent; in addition,

during node preemption, a disconnected node or a pre-
empted node also selects its potential parent among its
neighbors.

4.1 Node reliability index (NRI), path reliability index
(PRI), and descendant number
In IRP, we require that each node on the multicast
overlay maintains three values: 1) its node reliability
index (NRI); 2) its path reliability index (PRI); and 3) the
number of its descendant nodes. For a node n’s NRI,
referred to as NRI(n), it only depends on node n’s age
and reflects its individual node reliability metric. The
NRI of the root node is defined as 0. A detailed NRI
setting could be found in Section 6.1. A node’s PRI is
the sum of the NRIs for all its ancestor nodes, and from
NRI’s property, it is easy to see that a node’s PRI also
reflects its path reliability metric.

It is inexpensive for a node to obtain and update its
PRI, as only its ancestor nodes are involved. Here we use
a scheme called lazy update. In lazy update, a node re-
quests and keeps the ages for all its ancestor nodes when
connecting to a new parent, and calculates its PRI by
figuring out the NRIs for all its ancestors. For updating
the NRIs, the node only needs to add the elapsing time
to the previously obtained ages of its ancestor nodes,
and updates their NRIs locally. We can see that in lazy
update, a node only needs to communicate with each of
its parent once, therefore the cost is small. Please note
that a similar approach could be applied for a node to
obtain and update its depth.

For obtaining the descendant node number, a node
may query all its child nodes for their descendant num-
bers, and sums them up to get its own descendant
number. Here we also apply a lazy update scheme:
when a node finds some changes among its children,
for example, when it has a new child node or one
of its child nodes has left, it updates its descendant
number, and reports to its parent. On receiving a new
descendant number report from its child node, a node
checks whether or not there is a change for its own
descendant number, if yes, it reports the new number
to its parent. This procedure repeats until the root node
is reached. However, in this scheme, it is possible for a
node at a high position to receive reports frequently, as
it has a large number of descendant nodes. To avoid
overloading these high position nodes, two strategies
could be applied: first, a node is allowed to send only
one report within a certain period; second, a node checks
the difference between its current descendant number
and the number in its last report when there is some
change, and reports to its parent node only when the
difference exceeds a certain threshold.

With each node keeping its NRI, PRI, and descendant
number, we describe our solution for improving the
multicast overlay’s reliability. Our solution is composed
of three algorithms, namely the instantaneous reliability
oriented node joining algorithm (IRP-Join), the instan-
taneous reliability oriented node preemption algorithm
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Algorithm 1 IRP-Join(nj)  

1.  nj contacts the bootstrap node for its neighboring node set R; 
2.  For each eligible node ni∈R, nj queries for ni’s PRI; 
3.  nj connects to the node ni

* with the minimum PRI as its parent; 
4.  Return. 

 

 

Algorithm 2 IRP-Preempt(nd)  

1.  nd ranks all its neighboring nodes in an ascending order according to PRIs; 
2.  For the i th node ni  
3.    If ni could support one more children 
4.      nd connects to ni as its parent; 
5.    Else 
6.      For each children node nic of ni 
7.        If Φ(nd)> Φ(nic)  
8.          nd preempts nic, and connects to ni as its parent; 
9.          IRP-Preempt(nic); 
10.         Return. 

 

(IRP-Preempt), and the instantaneous reliability oriented
node switching algorithm (IRP-Switch).

4.2 The IRP-Join algorithm
The IRP-Join algorithm is very simple. In this algorithm,
after obtaining its neighbors from the bootstrap node,
a new joining node selects an eligible neighbor node
(a node which can support one more child) with the
minimum PRI as its parent. If there is no eligible node,
the new joining node contacts the bootstrap node again
for renewing its neighbor set. A formal description of
IRP-Join could be found in Algorithm 1.

4.3 The IRP-Preempt algorithm
In our proposed IRP-Preempt algorithm, a disconnected
node rejoins the overlay by trying to connect to one of
its neighbors as its new parent. Similar to IRP-Join, the
disconnected node first tries on the neighbor with the
minimum PRI as its potential parent, if the neighbor
could support one more child, the disconnected node
successfully rejoins the overlay; otherwise, the discon-
nected node tries to preempt one of the neighbor’s cur-
rent children by comparing their descendant numbers:
if the disconnected node has more descendants than the
child node, the preemption succeeds, and the preempted
node follows the same procedure to rejoin the overlay.
If none of the child nodes could be preempted, the
disconnected node tries on the next neighbor with the
second minimum PRI. The disconnected node tries on
all its neighbors until it successfully reconnects to the
overlay. If it fails with all its neighbors, it contacts the
bootstrap node for renewing its neighbor set, and tries
again. A formal description of IRP-Preempt could be
found in Algorithm 2.

In node preemptions, when a node has been pre-
empted, its former parent will still send media data to
it, until it could receive a full-rate streaming from its
new parent, in this way we avoid service interruptions

 

Algorithm 3 IRP-Switch(np,nc) 

1.  On timeout 
2.    If (nc>np) 
3.      np calculates c1 as in Eq. (1) and nc calculates c2 as in Eq. (2); 
4.      If c1<c2 
5.        nc connects to np’ parent as its parent; 
6.        all np’s children nodes except for nc connect to nc as their parent; 
7.        np connects to nc as its parent node; 
8.        dp of nc’s former children with the fewest descendants connect to np 
as their parent; 
9.  Restart the timer. 

 

caused by preemptions. In case that more than one nodes
try to preempt the same online node simultaneously, we
let the online node to make the decision. Concretely,
the online node will get preempted by the node with
the largest number of descendant nodes, and rejects the
other nodes’ preemption requests.

4.4 The IRP-Switch algorithm

In this subsection, we describe the proactive over-
lay maintaining algorithm named IRP-Switch. In IRP-
Switch, for a parent node np and a child node nc, with
their degrees as dp and dc respectively, if dp < dc, then
the parent node np calculates a value as

c1 = (NRI(nc) − NRI(np)) · (Φ(np) − Φ(nc)) (1)

For the child node nc, as it has (dc−dp) more child nodes
than np, it selects (dc − dp) of its child nodes with the
largest numbers of descendant nodes, and calculates a
value as

c2 = PRI(np) · (
dc−dp∑

i=1

(Φ(nc,i) + 1)) (2)

where Φ(nc,i) is the number of the descendant nodes
for nc’s ith child node with most descendants. In IRP-
Switch, np and nc calculate and compare c1 and c2
periodically, and get switched when c1 < c2. In detail,
nc takes np’s position by connecting to np’s parent and
being connected by np’s child nodes except for itself,
while np becomes nc’s child; moreover, as nc has (dc−dp)
more child nodes than np, it keeps (dc − dp) of its
former children with the most descendants as its current
children, but its other dp child nodes connect to np as
their new parent. A formal description of the algorithm
could be found in Algorithm 3.

In IRP-Switch, we could also use the same method as
in IRP-Preempt for avoiding service interruptions, where
a node receives media data from its original parent until
it could receive a full-rate streaming from its new parent.
For the case that more than one child nodes try to switch
a same parent simultaneously, the parent node will make
the decision. Concretely, the parent node compares the
difference of (c2 − c1) for each requesting child node,
and only gets switched with the one of the maximum
difference.
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4.5 Cheating robustness
In previous discussions, we assumed that all the nodes
are honest. However, as a self-interest agent, a node on
the application-layer multicast overlay may have incen-
tives to cheat. There are at least two possible cheating
schemes under our protocol. In one scheme, a node
cheats on its individual information to influence other
nodes to make decisions which are beneficial to itself.
For example, a disconnected node may pretend to have
a large number of descendants in order to perform a
successful preemption. In the other scheme, a decision-
making node may cheat if the future overlay adjustment
is not beneficial to itself. For example, a parent node
may reject switch requests from all its child nodes, even
though some are eligible to make a switch. Recently
many mechanisms are designed for safeguarding self-
managing networks against cheating behaviors, such as
the referee system proposed in [16] and the SybilGuard
system [29], and these solutions could be integrated
in our protocol without major modifications. However,
as this issue is not closely related to the focus of this
paper, we do not discuss it any further, but assume that
a powerful anti-cheating mechanism is available, and
nodes are honest in our study.

4.6 Incorporating other QoS concerns
Although we focus on improving the application-layer
multicast overlay’s reliability, IRP is able to work with
other QoS concerns, such as the service latency and the
media resolution. A simple way for incorporating these
concerns is to set QoS constraints, where future overlay
adjustments are allowed only when these constraints are
satisfied. For example, a node may only consider the
nodes with a better resolution than a threshold as its
potential parent in IRP-Preempt. Moreover, we will see
in Section 6.6 that our protocol preserves good properties
for the overlay regarding the service latency and overlay
stretch, although they are not our design objectives.

5 ANALYSIS

In the previous section, we have described our proposed
IRP protocol with the IRP-Join, IRP-Preempt, and IRP-
Switch algorithms for improving the application-layer
multicast overlay’s reliability. In this section, we show
that these algorithms are effective under the considera-
tion of the overlay unreliability metric defined in Section
3. Moreover, by proving their effectiveness, we wish to
set up a paradigm for designing and testifying future
solutions of the overlay reliability problem.

Before presenting the proofs, first we make an assump-
tion on node reliability index (NRI): for a node n, NRI(n)
is proportional to its node unreliability metric UN (n). With
this assumption, it is very easy to see that PRI(n) is
also proportional to node n’s path unreliability metric
UP (n). In Section 6.1, we will show how to statistically
satisfy this assumption by exploiting recent studies on
real-world Internet media streaming.

We prove the effectiveness of the IRP-Join algorithm
in the following.

Theorem 1: Suppose a new joining node nj has the
knowledge of the entire overlay. By running the IRP-
Join algorithm, the multicast overlay formed after nj ’s
join is of the minimum overlay unreliability metric.

Proof: As nj has newly joined, we assume that its
age xj → 0, therefore UN (nj) → ∞. First we consider
the case that nj is placed at a non-leaf position, which
means that there are at least one node as nj ’s descendant.
According to our discussion in Section 3, UN (nj) will
be counted into the overlay unreliability metric at least
once, hence UO(T ) → ∞. Next we consider the case that
nj joins as a leaf node. Suppose nj connects to a node
np as its parent, and the path from the root node n0

to np is {n0, n1, ..., np}. Before nj joins, let the overlay’s
overlay unreliability metric be UO(Tprev). After nj has
joined, nodes n1, ..., np each has one more descendant
node, i.e., nj , therefore the overlay unreliability metric
becomes

UO(Tafter) = UO(Tprev) +
p∑

i=1

UN (ni)

The difference on the overlay unreliability metrics after
and before nj ’s join,

∑p
i=1 UN (ni), actually is node np’s

path unreliability metric UP (np). As a node’s PRI is pro-
portional to its path unreliability metric, and nj connects
to the node with the minimum PRI in IRP-Join, clearly
UO(Tafter) is minimized.

Following a similar idea to that in the proof of The-
orem 1, we can see that with partial knowledge of
the entire overlay for nj , the overlay formed after nj ’s
joining is of the minimum overlay unreliability metric
among all its possible choices.

For proving the effectiveness of the IRP-Preempt al-
gorithm, we first assume that after a node nd becomes
disconnected due to its parent’s failure, it temporarily
connects to a leaf node nl with the maximum PRI among
all the nodes on the overlay. We refer to this hypothetic
overlay as T1. For IRP-Preempt, we have the following
result.

Theorem 2: By running the recursive IRP-Preempt al-
gorithm, the multicast overlay’s overlay unreliability
metric is decreased after each preemption of the algo-
rithm.

Proof: Suppose for the first preemption of the algo-
rithm, the disconnected node nd has preempted node
n1 by connecting to n1’s parent. According to our as-
sumption on nl, and the property that a node’s PRI
is proportional to its path unreliability metric, clearly
UP (par(n1)) ≤ UP (nl). Before the preemption, T1’s
overlay unreliability metric could be expressed as

UO(T1) = UO(T1 − T (nd) − T (n1))
+UP (nl) · (Φ(nd) + 1) + UO

in(T (nd))
+UP (par(n1)) · (Φ(n1) + 1) + UO

in(T (n1))
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After the preemption, the overlay unreliability metric for
the formed overlay (denoted as T2) is

UO(T2) = UO(T2 − T (nd) − T (n1))
+UP (nl) · (Φ(n1) + 1) + UO

in(T (n1))
+UP (par(nd)) · (Φ(nd) + 1) + UO

in(T (nd))

Here it is assumed that the preempted node n1 also
temporarily connects to nl. Please note that T1−T (nd)−
T (n1) = T2 − T (nd) − T (n1) as the remaining part of
the overlay is unchanged, and par(n1) in UO(T1) is the
same node as par(nd) in UO(T2). As Φ(nd) > Φ(n1)
according to IRP-Preempt, clearly UO(T2) < UO(T1).
Similarly, it could be proved that UO(T3) < UO(T2) for
the second preemption, and UO(T4) < UO(T3) for the
third preemption, · · ·. For the last node preempted, it
connects to a leaf node in its neighbor set with a path
unreliability metric no greater than nl, and the algorithm
returns.

Finally, for the IRP-Switch algorithm, we prove its
effectiveness with the following theorem.

Theorem 3: By running the IRP-Switch algorithm, after
each switch operation, the multicast overlay’s overlay
unreliability metric is decreased.

Proof: Suppose in the IRP-Switch algorithm, a parent
node np and one of its child node nc, with dp and dc

as their degrees, get switched, then we consider the
changes on the overlay’s structure and their correspond-
ing influences on the overlay unreliability metric. For
the switch there are three changes: First, node np and
node nc’s positions get switched; Second, for np’s former
child nodes other than nc, they have a new parent
node, nc; Finally, for the (dc − dp) child nodes with
most descendant nodes, np is no longer their ancestor
node. We consider the influences caused by each of these
changes on the overlay unreliability metric: First, for the
switch of np and nc’s positions, the difference on the
overlay’s overlay unreliability metrics after and before
the switch is (UN (nc)−UN (np)); Second, for np’s former
child nodes (except for nc) and their descendants, the dif-
ference is (UN (nc)−UN (np))·(Φ(np)−Φ(nc)−1); Finally,
for nc’s (dc − dp) child nodes and their descendants, the
difference is −UN (np)·(

∑dc−dp

i=1 (Φ(nc,i)+1)), where nc,i is
the ith node in nc’s (dc−dp) child nodes with the largest
numbers of descendants. Clearly for all these changes,
the total difference on the overlay’s overlay unreliability
metrics after and before the switch is

∆UO(T ) = (UN (nc) − UN (np)) · (Φ(np) − Φ(nc))

− UN (np) · (
dc−dp∑

i=1

(Φ(nc,i) + 1))

As a node’s NRI is proportional to its node unreliability
metric, it is easy to see that ∆UO(T ) actually is propor-
tional to (c2 − c1) in the IRP-Switch algorithm. As in
the algorithm, a pair of parent-child nodes get switched
when c2 < c1, therefore the overlay’s overlay unreliabil-
ity metric is decreased after each switch operation of the
algorithm.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

6.1 Simulation setup

We study the performance of our solution with with sim-
ulation experiments, and we also deploy an application-
layer multicast overlay on the PlanetLab[30] testbed for
examining our proposal under the real-world network-
ing envrionment.

For simulation experiments, an event-driven simula-
tor is developed using C++, where the proposed IRP
protocol and the existing solutions of Min-Depth[14],
Preempt-Degree[15], and ROST[16] are implemented.
Here we do not consider the naive approaches used
for demonstrating the merits of Min-Depth, Preempt-
Degree, and ROST in their original works. The simulated
multicast overlay is deployed upon an artificial Internet
topology containing more than 20, 000 routers generated
by GT-ITM[31] using its transit-stub model. Link delays
between two transit nodes, one transit node and one
stub node, and two stub nodes on the underlying topol-
ogy are chosen uniformly in the ranges of [15, 25]ms,
[5, 10]ms, and [2, 4]ms, respectively.

We use synthetic traces containing 20, 000 nodes with
their joining and leaving events to drive the simulator. In
the synthetic traces, nodes are assumed to join the over-
lay with a Poisson process, and their lifetimes follow the
Lognormal distributions reported in [27]. For each node
in the trace, a random outgoing bandwidth is assigned
according to the measurement results in [19]. We choose
the streaming media’s playback rate as 500 Kbps. The
root node’s out degree is set as 20. In our simulation,
each node keeps 50 neighbors. Our simulated overlay
starts with only the root node, and nodes join and leave
the overlay according to the trace. The simulated overlay
has approximately 1, 000 online nodes under its stable
state, but the experiment includes the phases when the
population grows and diminishes at the beginning and
at the end of the simulation.

There is one factor undetermined for our simulation,
that is, how to set a node’s NRI? For setting NRI, we
exploit the fact that the nodes’ lifetimes are heavy-tailed,
which is widely observed in recent studies on real-
world media streaming applications. In particular, K.
Sripanidkulchai et al.[26] show that the streaming ses-
sions on the Akamai network exhibit Pareto-like heavy-
tailed behaviors; while E. Veloso et al.[27] report that the
Internet streaming sessions’ lengths could be modeled
with Lognormal heavy-tailed distributions very well. As
empirical results show that above a certain size, the two
distributions are statistically undistinguishable [32], here
we use the simplest heavy-tailed distribution, i.e., the
Pareto distribution, for deriving NRI: If we let the CDF
of the nodes’ lifetimes be a Pareto distribution as F (x) =
1 − αβαx−α−1, then the hazard rate is h(x) = (α + 1)/x.
We set a node n’s NRI(n) as 1/x in our experiments,
where x is n’s current age. One can see that under
the Pareto lifetime, NRI(n) is strictly proportional to
UN (n), which satisfies our assumption in Section 5. More
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Fig. 2. CDFs of (a) disruptions and (b) adjustments for
different protocols

importantly, by setting NRI(n) = 1/x, a node’s NRI only
depends on its age, while any detailed information on
the nodes’ lifetime model is not required. Please note
that although the Pareto distribution is used for deriving
our NRI setting, we use the Lognormal distributions
reported in [27] in our experiments. Finally, the setting
of NRI is not a rigid part of the IRP protocol, but could
be configured by the system administrator.

For making a comprehensive comparison between
our solution and the existing approaches of Min-Depth,
Preempt-Degree, and ROST, we focus on the following
three metrics in our simulation study:

• Disruptions - Average number of ancestor failures
experienced by a node during its lifetime;

• Adjustments - Average number of times a node
changes its parent node caused by preemptions and
switches during its lifetime;

• Overhead - Average number of messages sent by a
node for updating related information such as PRIs
and descendant numbers during its lifetime.

Clearly, disruptions reflect the reliability of the overlay,
while adjustments and overhead reveal the cost for
achieving this reliability.

6.2 Overall performance comparison
We first make an overall performance study and com-
parison between IRP and the existing solutions. In this
experiment, both the proactive and the reactive algo-
rithms proposed by us or in early works are applied,
that is, we compare the IRP protocol integrating the
algorithms of IRP-Join, IRP-Preempt, and IRP-Switch,
with the combination of the existing solutions, i.e. “Min-
Depth + Preempt-Degree + ROST”, which we refer to as
existing protocol (denoted as EXP for short). Note that
Min-Depth, Preempt-Degree and ROST are proposed in
different works, and their combination is supposed to
achieve a better reliability than applying each of them
individually. For the nodes’ lifetimes, we use the Log-
normal distributions reported in [27] with parameters
of (µ = 5.19, σ = 1.44) (denoted as LN(5.19, 1.44)) and
(µ = 5.74, σ = 2.01) (denoted as LN(5.74, 2.01)) observed
from different types of media streaming, and we also
explore some other Lognormal distributions regarding
diverse features in heavy-tailing. In the experiment, we

set the interval for executing the proactive algorithms of
IRP-Switch and ROST as 400 seconds. The experiment
results are listed in Table 2. For each entry of the table,
we list the mean value and the standard deviation (in
brackets) summarized from five simulation executions.
We also plot the CDFs of the nodes’ disruptions and
adjustments under difference protocols with the trace of
LN(5.19, 1.44) in Fig. 2.

By carefully examining the simulation outputs of the
two protocols under four difference traces, we have the
following findings. First of all, it is observed from Table
2 and Fig. 2(a) that by executing IRP, there are fewer
ancestor failures, indicating a better overlay reliability
than applying EXP. Second, we can see from Table 2
and Fig. 2(b) that IRP makes much fewer adjustments
on the overlays’ structures than EXP, although it main-
tains better reliability. We explain this by the fact that
a better overlay reliability and fewer adjustments are
correlated, as it is less likely for a node on a reliable
overlay to encounter parent failures, therefore there are
fewer node preemptions. Finally, we find that in general,
the overhead incurred by both protocols is in a few
messages per node’s lifetime, which is not significant,
and IRP generally has a heavier overhead, with the only
exception under the trace of LN(3.58, 2.8). Note that this
observation does not follow our intuition, as in IRP, a
node needs to know its PRI and descendant number,
while in EXP, only the depth needs to be obtained.
Intuitively, IRP should have twice the overhead of EXP.
We explain this observation with the lazy update scheme
applied: Recall that in the lazy update, overhead is only
incurred when there are changes on the overlay’s struc-
ture. As IRP makes fewer overlay adjustments, it is less
frequent for a node under IRP to send messages to its
parent or child nodes for updating PRIs and descendant
numbers.

In summary, we conclude that there are two merits for
our proposed IRP protocol compared with the existing
solutions: first, the protocol improves the overlay relia-
bility non-trivially; second, it achieves better reliability
with much fewer structure adjustments. In addition, we
note that the superiority of IRP is observed under a
number of traces with great diversity, suggesting that
our setting of NRI is appropriate as long as the nodes’
lifetimes are heavy-tailed.

6.3 Detailed performance comparison

In this subsection, we make a detailed comparison on
node joining, node preemption and node switching
schemes. We use the same simulation settings as in
Section 6.2, and use LN(5.19, 1.44) and LN(5.74, 2.01)
for generating the traces.

First, for a fair comparison on the effectiveness of the
Min-Depth scheme preferred in [14] and our proposed
IRP-Join algorithm, we use the No-Preempt scheme
for handling disconnected nodes, where a disconnected
node rejoins the overlay by connecting to the leaf node
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TABLE 2
Overall Performance Comparison

LN(5.19, 1.44) LN(5.74, 2.01) LN(3.58, 2.8) LN(6.78, 1.2)
IRP EXP IRP EXP IRP EXP IRP EXP

Disruptions 0.85(0.07) 1.06(0.06) 0.42(0.03) 0.51(0.06) 0.15(0.01) 0.18(0.02) 1.30(0.05) 1.43(0.09)
Adjustments 0.24(0.02) 0.68(0.03) 0.22(0.02) 0.36(0.02) 0.08(0.01) 0.15(0.01) 0.46(0.02) 0.94(0.03)
Overhead 3.83(0.25) 3.78(0.15) 2.36(0.11) 2.33(0.15) 1.43(0.03) 1.54(0.05) 5.37(0.16) 4.61(0.17)

TABLE 3
Detailed Performance Comparison

LN(5.19,1.44) LN(5.74, 2.01)
IRP-Join Min-depth IRP-Join Min-depth

Disruptions 1.84(0.54) 1.92(0.10) 0.87(0.16) 1.04(0.14)
Adjustments 0.00(0.00) 0.00(0.00) 0.00(0.00) 0.00(0.00)
Overhead 2.63(0.10) 2.91(0.10) 1.85(0.16) 2.02(0.14)

IRP-Preempt Preempt-Degree IRP-Preempt Preempt-Degree
Disruptions 0.87(0.07) 1.03(0.09) 0.44(0.03) 0.53(0.08)
Adjustments 0.11(0.01) 0.56(0.03) 0.06(0.01) 0.30(0.02)
Overhead 4.04(0.24) 3.84(0.19) 2.50(0.10) 2.48(0.19)

IRP-Switch ROST IRP-Switch ROST
Disruptions 1.12(0.12) 1.08(0.09) 0.56(0.04) 0.69(0.11)
Adjustments 0.41(0.05) 0.46(0.03) 0.29(0.01) 0.30(0.06)
Overhead 2.32(0.17) 2.10(0.10) 1.65(0.06) 1.69(0.11)
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Fig. 3. CDFs of disruptions under different (a) node joining schemes, (b) node preemption schemes, and (c) node
switch schemes

of the minimum depth, and we do not execute the algo-
rithms of ROST and IRP-Switch. The simulation outputs
are presented in Table 3, and we also plot the CDFs of
the nodes’ disruptions in Fig. 3(a) under the trace of
LN(5.19, 1.44). From the experiment results we can see
that nodes under the IRP-Join algorithm encounter fewer
ancestor failures than under the Min-Depth scheme, and
consequently there is a lighter overhead for IRP-Join.
Our observation indicates that a node’s NRI in IRP is
a better metric than its depth for a new joining node in
selecting its parent.

For fairly comparing the effectiveness of the Preempt-
Degree scheme in [15] and our proposed IRP-Preempt
algorithm, we use Min-Depth for handling new joining
nodes and we also do not run the algorithms of ROST
and IRP-Switch. The simulation outputs are presented in
Table 3 and Fig. 3(b). It could be observed that although
our proposed IRP-Preempt algorithm incurs a heavier
overhead, it achieves a better overlay reliability than
Preempt-Degree. Moreover, it makes much fewer adjust-

ments on the overlay’s structure. The experiment result
shows that a node’s descendant number is a better metric
than its degree in making node preemption decisions.

Finally, we consider our proactive algorithm of IRP-
Switch and the ROST algorithm proposed in [16]. For
fairness, we use Min-Depth and No-Preempt for han-
dling new joining nodes and disconnected nodes re-
spectively, and execute the proactive node switching
algorithms every 20 seconds. The simulation results are
presented in Table 3 and Fig. 3(c). From the experiment
outputs we could see that the IRP-Switch algorithm has a
similar performance as ROST on preserving the overlay’s
reliability, but it triggers fewer adjustments. The reason
why there is no obvious superiority for IRP-Switch over
ROST is that in both algorithms, the adjustments on
the overlay’s structure are restricted in switching parent-
child pairs along an overlay path, and both algorithms
will perform similar node switches. And in the next
subsection, we will see that the proactive node switching
is not very necessary.
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Fig. 4. (a) Disruptions and (b) adjustments for different
algorithm combinations under constant churn
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Fig. 5. (a) Disruptions and (b) adjustments for different
algorithm combinations under flash crowds

In summary, by conducting overall and detailed com-
parisons between IRP and the existing solutions, it is
observed that our proposed algorithms show superior
performances than their counterparts. As in either pro-
tocol, the incurred network overhead is not significant.
In the following discussion, we do not consider it any
further, but focus on disruptions and adjustments.

6.4 Proactive vs. reactive approaches

If we examine the results obtained under the same trace
in the previous experiments, it is interesting to find that
the preemption algorithm has the greatest contribution
for the overlay’s reliability. As the node joining algorithm
does not make any adjustments, it is a natural question
to ask whether or not a proactive algorithm such as IRP-
Switch is necessary?

For answering this question, we compare three al-
gorithm combinations when: 1) all the algorithms are
applied, i.e. “IRP-Join + IRP-Preempt + IRP-Switch”; 2)
only the reactive algorithms are applied, i.e. “IRP-Join
+ IRP-Preempt”; and 3) only the proactive algorithm of
IRP-Switch is applied. As IRP-Switch is executed peri-
odically, we also study the performances with different
execution intervals varying from 20 seconds to 1,200
seconds. The LN(5.19, 1.44) traces are used in this exper-
iment. We plot the disruptions and adjustments for each
algorithm combination in Fig. 4, and the performances
of EXP are also presented for comparison. From the
experiment results we could find that, first of all there are
only limited improvements on the overlay’s reliability by
applying the proactive IRP-Switch algorithm alone, but

executing it frequently (at a cost of adjustments) helps;
Second, the combination of the reactive algorithms “IRP-
Join + IRP-Preempt” achieves very good reliability, and
makes very few adjustments, in particular, it obviously
outperforms EXP in both disruptions and adjustments;
Finally, combining all the proactive and reactive algo-
rithms leads to the best reliability, but frequently ex-
ecuting the IRP-Switch algorithm cannot improve the
overlay’s reliability greatly while introduces many ad-
justments. Based on these observations, we conclude
that the proactive algorithm does not play an important
role in improving the overlay’s reliability under constant
churn.

However, in Internet streaming, sometimes users are
requesting media in flash crowds, which means a large
number of users subscribe a streaming service within a
very short time. Intuitively, under this highly dynamic
user behaviors, reactive adjustments on the overlay’s
structure should be less effective while the proactive
solution should work better. For examining this point,
we simulate flash crowds in our experiment. With the
trace of flash crowding behaviors, again we compare
the performances of “IRP-Join + IRP-Preempt + IRP-
Switch”, “IRP-Join + IRP-Preempt”, IRP-Switch and EXP,
and plot the results in Fig. 5. It is interesting to find
that under flash crowds, the performances of the algo-
rithm combinations with and without IRP-Switch exhibit
similar characteristics as under constant churn in Fig.
4, where IRP-Switch does not contribute greatly to the
overlay’s reliability. We believe the reason for the good
performance of the reactive algorithms is that they are
executed on events of node joining and failure, and
timings of these events themselves reflect the dynamics
of the nodes’ behaviors, therefore the combination of
“IRP-Join + IRP-Preempt” could be able to adjust the
overlay dynamically by nature.

Summarizing all the observations, we conclude that
very good reliability could be expected by applying only
the reactive algorithms of IRP-Join and IRP-Preempt,
while the proactive algorithm of IRP-Switch could be
configured as optional and executed infrequently, for
avoiding frequent overlay structure adjustments and
reducing the protocol overhead.

6.5 Sensitivity to neighbor set size

In our proposed IRP-Join and IRP-Preempt algorithms,
nodes need to select potential parents among their neigh-
boring nodes. As the overhead incurred for obtaining
and updating neighbors is related to the neighbor set
size, it is necessary for us to examine its influence
on the performance of our proposed solution. In this
experiment we also use the settings as in Section 6.2,
but vary the neighbor set size from 10 nodes to 200
nodes, and study the disruptions and adjustments for
the IRP protocol under the traces of LN(5.19, 1.44). We
also study EXP in this experiment, as in Min-Depth and
Preempt-Degree, nodes also rely on their neighbor sets
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Fig. 6. (a) Disruptions and (b) adjustments for different
protocols with varying neighbor set size

for joining and rejoining the overlay. The experiment
results are plotted in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6(a) it is observed
that when a node has more neighbors, reliability of
the overlays under the two protocols are improved.
However, we find that under IRP, keeping 50 neighbors
leads to a good enough reliability, and it is unnecessary
for nodes to keep a very large neighbor set. It is very
interesting to observe from Fig. 6(b) that under EXP,
the value of adjustments per node is increasing with
a larger neighbor set, but there is no obvious change
under IRP. We explain the increasing adjustments under
EXP with the fact that there are more preemptions when
nodes have more choices with a larger neighbor set.
However, under IRP, as there are fewer parent failures,
the consequent preemptions are fewer. Balancing the two
factors of a larger neighbor set and fewer parent failures,
the overlay adjustments under IRP are not changed
significantly.

6.6 Latency and overlay stretch
Although we focus on improving the application-layer
multicast overlay’s reliability, it is also important to
examine the quality of the service experienced by end
users in terms of end-to-end delays. In this subsection,
we study the nodes’ service delays and overlay stretch for
the overlays under different protocols. Overlay stretch
is defined as the ratio between the sum of the service
delays for all the nodes on the overlay and the sum of
the delays if these nodes receive the streaming from the
source with direct unicast channels on the underlying
network.

As mentioned in Section 6.1, we deploy all the overlay
nodes including the root at stub nodes on the underlying
network topology generated by GT-ITM. We study the
simulated overlays in their stable states under our pro-
posed IRP and EXP combining all the existing solutions.
The size of the stable state overlays in our simulation
varies from 700 nodes to 2,000 nodes. Note that for the
schemes of Min-Depth and Preempt-Degree, their only
design objective is to decrease the overlay depth, and for
the ROST algorithm, it also needs to decrease the depth
of the multicast tree after each switch. Therefore, EXP
should have a smaller latency and overlay stretch than
IRP. We also study the overlays under the Min-Depth

050100150200250
700 1000 1400 2000SizeDelay (ms) IRP EXP Min-Depth

(a)

02468 700 1000 1400 2000SizeStretch IRP EXP Min-Depth
(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Average delays and (b) overlay stretches for
overlays under different protocols with varying overlay
size
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Fig. 8. (a) Disruptions and (b) adjustments for multiple-
tree overlays applying IRP and Interior Disjoint Policy

scheme but without any preemptions and switches for
comparison. The experiment results are presented in Fig.
7. From the figures, we could find that as expected, EXP
forms an overlay with the smallest average delay and
overlay stretch, but the performance of our proposed IRP
is also very satisfactory, while the overlay under Min-
Depth without any preemptions and proactive switches
has a poor performance.

6.7 Multiple-tree overlay
In previous experiments, we focus on the multicast
overlay containing one single tree. However, overlays
containing multiple trees for the Internet media stream-
ing emerge in recent years. In this subsection, we focus
our study on overlays with multiple trees. Generally, in
a multiple-tree overlay, the streaming media is divided
into slices, where each slice is a description of the Mul-
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tiple Description Coded (MDC) media content, and for
propagating each slice, a multicast tree is constructed.
In the multiple-tree overlay, each client joins all the
multicast trees for receiving a full-rate streaming service.
When constructing the multiple-tree overlay, the interior
disjoint policy could be applied, where each client joins
only one multicast tree with all its outgoing bandwidth
as an interior node, and joins other multicast trees as leaf
nodes. For example, SplitStream[7] applies the interior
disjoint policy in its design, but ChunkSpread[8] does’t.
Under the interior disjoint policy, each client contributes
its bandwidth in one multicast tree for forwarding one
slice, therefore a node in the tree of the multiple-tree
overlay where it is a interior node will have a bigger
degree than in the single-tree overlay. When the interior
disjoint policy is not used, we could view each multicast
tree in the multiple-tree overlay as an independent tree,
and apply the IRP protocol for improving the overlay’s
reliability by improving each multicast tree’s reliability
individually.

We conduct a comparison between two kinds of
multiple-tree overlays with and without the interior
disjoint policy. For the overlay without the policy, each
multicast tree is constructed and maintained by IRP in-
dependently, while for the overlay applying the interior
disjoint policy, we use a protocol similar to the one
in [20] for building its multicast trees. We study the
disruptions and the adjustments for different overlays
in our simulation. In a multiple-tree overlay, an ancestor
failure in one multicast tree will only cause a client to
lose 1/S of its streaming service, where S is the number
of the slices, therefore we count an ancestor failure in
one multicast tree as 1/S disruption in the experiment.
We consider situations when the content is coded into
different numbers of slices, and present the experiment
results in Fig. 8. From the figures, it is observed that by
running IRP on each multicast tree without the interior
disjoint policy, we could have a more stable overlay than
applying the policy; meanwhile, IRP incurs much fewer
adjustments. In fact, the interior disjoint policy helps
build a reliable overlay only when the number of the
slices is large, but its reliability is at a cost of frequent
overlay structure adjustments, as indicated by the trends
in Fig. 8(a) and (b), and moreover, the network and
media-codec overheads increase with the slice number.
In conclusion, our findings in this experiment suggest
that the proposed IRP protocol could be applied directly
on the multiple-tree multicast overlay for improving its
overall reliability.

6.8 Deployment and evaluation on PlanetLab

Previous experiments are carried out with simulation.
To testify the effectiveness of our proposal under real-
world networking environment, we have deployed a
multicast overlay on the PlanetLab testbed [30]. The de-
ployed overlay contains about 100 PlanetLab nodes un-
der stable state, and there are 400 overlay nodes joining
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Fig. 9. Relationship between lifetime and data reception
ratio

and leaving the overlay according to the LN(5.74, 2.01)
lifetime model. For multicasting, the source node located
at “planetlab1.ie.cuhk.edu.hk” sends a fix-sized UDP
packet every two seconds to its child nodes, and on
receiving the data, a node forwards it to its children
immediately using UDP, but nodes do not buffer the data
or retransmit if the it is lost. The data multicasting lasts
for more than four hours, and after the experiment for
each node ever joined the overlay we calculate its data
reception ratio, which is defined as the ratio between the
total amount of the data it has practically received and all
the data it is supposed to receive (i.e., the data sent out
by the source node during its online time). Obviously,
the data reception ratio reflects how reliable the multicast
overlay provides a streaming service to the node, as
any disruption of the service will result in data loss.
We do not consider the factor of the traffic congestion
as PlanetLab nodes are generally well connected to the
Internet. We examine the overlays under the IRP and the
EXP protocol on PlanetLab for comparison. Fig. 9 shows
the relationship between a node’s lifetime and its data
reception ratio for nodes under the two protocols, and
Fig. 10 plots the CDFs of the data reception ratios. From
the two figures one can see clearly that nodes under IRP
have higher data reception ratios than nodes under EXP,
and this observation indicates that IRP is more effective
in improving the multicast overlay’s reliability than EXP
under the real-world networking environment.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we address the reliability issue for the tree-
like application-layer multicast overlays. We first for-
mally presented the overlay reliability problem, and de-
signed a distributed and light-weighted protocol named
instantaneous reliability oriented protocol (IRP) for con-
structing, repairing, and maintaining reliable multicast
overlays proactively as well as reactively. Concretely,
our protocol is composed of three algorithms, i.e., IRP-
Join, IRP-Preempt, and IRP-Switch, for node joining,
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node preemption, and node switching respectively. With
the formal presentation of the problem, we theoretically
proved that these algorithms are effective. To our best
knowledge, this is the first effort for formally under-
standing and theoretically solving the application-layer
multicast overlay’s reliability problem. Finally, through
experiments based on simulation and PlanetLab deploy-
ment, we studied the performance of our solution, and
compared the entire protocol and each of its components
with its existing solution counterpart. The experiment
results indicate that IRP could improve the multicast
overlay’s reliability non-trivially with fewer adjustments
on the overlay’s structure. We also explored the necessity
of the proactive node switch algorithm, studied the is-
sues of service latency and overlay stretch, and discussed
the application of our protocol on multicast overlays
containing multiple trees.
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